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Deviance, violence and sexuality

4.00 credits 30.0 h Q2

Teacher(s) Collart Pierre ;

Language : French

Place of the course Louvain-la-Neuve

Learning outcomes

Evaluation methods Written exam.

The exam will be organized face-to-face or remote depending on the arrangements made by the University in
terms of the current health situation.

Teaching methods Lecture: face-to-face. (Distance or co-modal only depending on the arrangements made by the University
depending on the current health situation).

Using videos (making available to students whenever possible) for illustration and discussion of the clinical
elements taught.

Provision (Moodle) of the students of an updated bibliography.

Provision (Moodle) of students of scientific articles to deepen the subjects taught.

Content This activity addresses the question of sexual deviance and violence, both in its theoretical dimensions and in
current clinical approaches.

The themes are :

- the critical multidisciplinary approach to the concepts of deviance, violence, sexual deviance and violence, and
the normative systems related to sexuality

- explanotory théories of sexual deviance and violence

- current approaches to dealing with sexual deviance and sexual abusers

- sexual victimization : trauma ans specific consequences of sexual abuse, elements of therapeutic approach

Inline resources All course materials (slides, videos, articles, bibliography) will be available on Moodle

Bibliography
Support de cours

Slides du cours mis à la disposition des étudiants sur Moodle

Articles scientifiques  et vidéos mis à disposition sur Moodle

Références bibliographiques recommandées, lectures conseillées :

Pas lecture imposée

Bibliographie actualisée mise à disposition des étudiants sur Moodle

Course Materials

Course Slides made available to students on Moodle

Scientific articles and videos available on Moodle

Recommended bibliographical references, recommended reading :

Not imposed reading

Updated bibliography available to students on Moodle

Other infos The course is given in French.

The standard exam is a written exam in French. However, international students taking this course will be allowed
to use a dictionary when taking the written exam in French.

Faculty or entity in

charge

ESFA
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Programmes containing this learning unit (UE)

Program title Acronym Credits Prerequisite Learning outcomes

Master [120] in Family and

Sexuality Studies
SEX2M 4

https://uclouvain.be/en-prog-2023-sex2m.html
https://uclouvain.be/en-prog-2023-sex2m-cours_acquis_apprentissages.html

